Anxiolytic and antidepressant potential of methanol leaf extract of *Cassia singueana* f. (fabaceae)
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Abstract

Depression belongs to a class of mental health disorders termed affective disorders. Affective disorders are disorders related to mood rather than cognitive or thought disturbances. Anxiety is defined as an exaggerated feeling of apprehension, uncertainty and fear. It is an unpleasant state of tension with an anticipation of imminent danger. This research was aimed at evaluating the anxiolytic and antidepressant property of methanol leaf extract of *Cassia singueana* using Hole Board Test, Open field test, Force swim test and Tail suspension test. The anxiolytic activity was evaluated with adult mice using the hole-board test, elevated plus maze, and open field test. Thirty albino mice were used for each model at the dose of 100, 200 and 400 mg/kg extract for second, third and fourth group respectively. First group is negative control that received distilled water and fifth received 1mg/kg diazepam. The antidepressant potential was evaluated using force swim test and tail suspension models. Thirty rats were used in each of the model, in which they were divided into five groups of six rats each. 2nd, 3rd and 4th group received 100, 200, and 400 mg/kg extract respectively. The first group received distilled water and 5th group received Imipramine 10mg in both the two models. In the hole board test, the extract significantly (p<0.05) increased the number of head dips at 100mg/kg. At a dose of 200 mg/kg the extract prolonged the time spent in the open arm in the elevated plus maze. At the doses of 100 and 200 mg/kg, the extract increased the exploratory behavior in the open field test. In the forced swim and tail suspension test, *Cassia singueana* methanol leaf extract significantly reduced the duration of immobility of wistar rats. From this results obtained, it can be concluded *Cassia singueana* methanol leaf extract contained phytochemicals with possible anxiolytic and antidepressant activity.
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1. Introduction

The single most important distinguishing characteristic of humans from other species of animals is brain function. Brain disorders or dysfunctions are a major concern to the human society, and a field in which pharmacological intervention plays a key role [1]. Depression belongs to a class of mental health disorders termed affective disorders. Affective disorders are disorders related to mood rather than cognitive or thought disturbances. Depression may range from a very mild condition, which borders on normality to a severe case of depression which when associated with hallucinations and delusions are referred to as psychotic [1].

About 12% of people are affected by an anxiety disorder in a given year, and between 5% and 30% are affected at one point in their life [2]. Anxiety is defined as an exaggerated feeling of apprehension, uncertainty and fear. It is an unpleasant state of tension with an anticipation of imminent danger [3]. The somatic manifestation of anxiety includes,
fatigue, dizziness, palpitation, headache, insomnia and excessive perspiration. It is associated with almost all mental disorder and frequently with physical illness. Anxiety disorders are one of the most common mental disorders [4, 5]. According to large population-based surveys, up to 33.7% of the population are affected by an anxiety during their lifetime. Substantial under recognition and under treatment of these disorders have been demonstrated. There is no evidence that the prevalence rates of anxiety have changed in the past years. In cross-cultural comparisons, prevalence rates are highly variable [6]. Anxiety disorders follow a chronic course; however, there is a natural decrease in prevalence rates with older age. Anxiety disorders are highly comorbid with other anxiety disorders and other mental disorders [6]. A medicinal plant is any plant, which in one or more of its organs, contains substances that can be used for therapeutic purposes, or which are precursors for chemo-pharmaceutical semi-synthesis [7].

Medicinal plants are widely used in non-industrialized societies, because they are readily available and cheaper than modern medicines. The annual global export value of 50,000 to 70,000 plants with suspected medicinal properties was estimated to be US$2.2 billion in 2012 and in 2017, the potential global market for botanical extracts and medicines was estimated at several hundred billion dollars [8]. Medicinal plants, also called medicinal herbs, have been discovered and used in diseases and herbivorous mammals. Numerous phytochemicals with potential or established biological activity have been identified. However, since a single plant contains widely diverse phytochemicals, the effects of using a whole plant as medicine are uncertain. Further, the phytochemical content and pharmacological actions, if any, of many plants having medicinal potential remain unassessed by rigorous scientific research to define efficacy and safety [8].

Plants have been used for medicinal purposes long before prehistoric period. Ancient Unani manuscripts, Egyptian papyrus and Chinese writings described the use of herbs. Evidence exists that Unani Hakims, Indian Vaids and European and Mediterranean cultures were using herbs for over 4000 years as medicine. Indigenous cultures such as Rome, Egypt, Iran, Africa and America used herbs in their healing rituals, while others developed traditional medical systems such as Unani, Ayurveda and Chinese Medicine in which herbal therapies were used systematically (NHP India, 2016). Number of traditional healers uses this plant for treatment of affective disorders. The prevalence of anxiety and depression is on the increase and the conventional anxiolytic and antidepressant agents are associated with number of side effects, this urges our interest to explore plant archives for discovery of safer and effective agents.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Materials and Chemicals

Imipramine (TOFRANIL®) Expiry date: February, 2022 ASSOS Pharmaceuticals, 5L glass beaker, Metal suspension bar 70cm, Thread, Distilled water, Cassia singueana methanol leaf extract, Diazepam, Hole board, Open filed Apparatus, Elevated maze plus.

2.2. Experimental animals

Wistar rats of both sexes (127-168 g) and mice (17-22 g) were used in the study. The animals were maintained in a cage, well ventilated at room temperature with access to food and water ad libitum. The animals were maintained in accordance with the rules governing the use of laboratory animals as accepted internationally. All the experimental protocols were approved by the university animal’s ethics committee with approval number UDUS/PCL/PG001.

2.3. Collection of plant material and Preparation of extract

The plant was collected in Sokoto state, January, 2018. It was identified in the Department of Pharmacognosy and Ethnomedicine, Faculty of Pharmaceutical Sciences, Usman Danfodiyo University, Sokoto. The plant was shade dried. 500g of the dried powder was subjected to cold maceration for 72 hours with 95% methanol. Whatmann filter paper was used in filtering the extract, which was then concentrated in water bath at 40°C. The dried extract was then transferred into an air-tight container for storage.

2.4. Elevated plus Maze model

The method described by Lister [17] was adopted for this study. Thirty (30) mice were picked for the experiment. The mice were grouped into five (5) groups of six mice each. A Group was labeled as positive control and administered 1 mg/kg of Diazepam via intra-peritoneal route. Thirty (30) minutes was given for the drug to exert its action, and then the mice were each put into the maze and observed over three (3) minutes. The next groups of mice were subjected to the same test after administering 100 mg/kg, 200mgkg, 400 mg/kg of C. singueana extract and distilled water (negative control) via oral route respectively. The parameters observed include; number of entry into open arm, number of entry into closed arm and time spent in the arms respectively.
2.5. Open field test model
The method described by Kulkarni and Reddy [18] was adopted for this study. (30) mice were picked for the experiment. The mice were randomly grouped into five (5) groups of six members each. A Group was labeled as positive control and administered 1mg/kg of Diazepam via intra-peritoneal route. Thirty (30) minutes was given for the drug to exert its action, and then the mice were each put into the open field device and observed over three (3) minutes. The next groups of mice were subjected to the same test after administering 100 mg/kg, 200 mg/kg, 400 mg/kg of C. singueana extract and distilled water (negative control) via oral route respectively. The parameters observed include; number of crossings across peripheral squares and number of crossings across central region.

2.6. Hole board test model
The method described by Takeda [12] was adopted for this study. Thirty (30) mice were picked for the experiment. The mice were grouped into five (5) groups labeled according to drug/dose of drug given. A Group was labeled as positive control and administered 0.5mg/kg of Diazepam to each of the four mice in the group via intra-peritoneal route. About 30 minutes was given for the drug to exert its action, then the mice were each put on the board riddled with same-sized holes and observed over three (3) minutes. The next groups of mice were subjected to the same test after administering 100 mg/kg, 200 mgkg, 400 mg/kg of C. singueana extract and distilled water (negative control) via oral route respectively. Number of head dips was observed.

2.7. Force swim test
In 1977, Porsolt described this model which is the frequently adopted model used for screening antidepressant like activity in mice [9]. The thirty animals were grouped into five (5) groups of six (6) animals each. The animals were moved from the animal house to the laboratory prior to the experiment in their cages and were allowed to adapt to the laboratory condition for 2 hours.

The rats were individually forced to swim in open chamber (25 x 15 x 25 cm) containing water to a height of 15cm and maintained at room temperature. Each animal showed vigorous movement during initial 2 minutes period of the test. The duration of immobility was manually recorded during the next 4 minutes of the total 6 minutes testing period.

2.8. Tail suspension test
This model was first described by Steru in 1986. The animals were moved from the laboratory on the experiment day in their cages and were allowed to adapt to the laboratory for 2 hours. The mice were individually suspended to the edge of a stand 50cm above the floor, by adhesive tape and placed approximately 1cm from the tip of the tail. Each animal under test was both acoustically and visually isolated from other animals during the test. The total period of immobility was recorded manually for 6 minutes.

2.9. Treatment doses
The doses of methanol leaf extract of Cassia singueana administered to the treatment groups in which 100 mg/kg, 200 mg/kg and 400 mg/kg were given to groups 2nd, 3rd and 4th group respectively orally. The first group received distilled water and 5th group received Imipramine 10 mg/kg I.P. in both the force swim test and tail suspension models.

2.10. Data analysis
Results were expressed as mean ± standard error of mean (SEM). Data analysis was performed using SPSS statistical software (version 2.0). Comparison between groups was made using analysis of variance and Kruskal–Wallis test where necessary. When statistical difference was obtained, a post hoc Dunnett’s test was performed for multiple comparisons depending on nature of data. Values of $P < 0.05$ were considered statistically significant.

3. Results
3.1. Effect of methanol leaf extract of Cassia singueana on hole board test for exploratory behavior in mice
Cassia singueana extract caused significant ($p < 0.05$) increase in number of head dips in mice administered with 100mg/kg (Figure 1).
Figure 1 Effect of methanol leaf extract of *Cassia singueana* on Hole Board Test for Exploratory behavior in mice. *(p<0.05) significance, Data presented as mean ± standard error of mean. n= 6, Dunnet post-hoc test

3.2. Effect of methanol leaf extract of *Cassia singueana* on elevated plus maze test for exploratory behavior in mice

Entry-wise, there is a higher rate of movement from the closed arm to the open arm and *vice versa* in the group of mice. The extract significantly increased the amount of time spent in the open arm at the dose of 200mg/kg (Figure 2).

Figure 2 Effect of methanol leaf extract of *Cassia singueana* on number of entry in closed and open arm of elevated maze plus.

The methanol leaf extract of *Cassia singueana* has significantly increased the amount of time spent in the open arm at the dose of 200mg/kg (Figure 3).
Figure 3 Effect of methanol leaf extract of *Cassia singueana* on elevated plus maze test using time spent as parameter for determining anxiolytic effect.

The amount of time spent was presented as Mean±SEM; (n=5). *p<0.05, followed by Dunnet post-hoc

3.3. Effect of methanol leaf extract of *Cassia singueana* on open field test for exploratory behavior in mice

*Cassia singueana* methanol leaf extract significantly (p<0.05) increased the number of peripheral square crossing at the dose of 100 and 200mg/kg (Figure 4).

Figure 4 Effect of methanol leaf extract of *Cassia singueana* on open field test using number of peripheral crossings as parameter for exploratory behavior in mice

The result was presented as Mean±SEM; (n=6). *p<0.05. Dunnett’s post hoc test. CSE- *Cassia singueana* methanol leaf extract.

There was no significant increase in central square crossing on Open Field test using number of central crossings as parameter for exploratory behavior in mice (Figure 5).
Figure 5 Effect of methanol leaf extract of *Cassia singueana* on Open Field test using number of central square crossings as parameter for exploratory behavior in mice. The result was presented as mean ±SEM.

3.4. **Force swim test**

The extract at all three doses showed a significant decrease in the duration of immobility in the rats (p < 0.05) when compared with distilled water group (Figure 6).

![Figure 6](image)

**Figure 6** Effect of methanol leaf extract of *Cassia singueana* on duration of immobility in rats in FST

Results are expressed as mean ± S.E.M (n=6). * = p < 0.05 as compared to distilled water.

CSE = *Cassia singueana* Extract. FST = Forced swim test

3.5. **Tail suspension test**

*Cassia singueana* at dose of 100, 200 and 400mg/kg orally showed significant decrease in the duration of immobility when compared to distilled water treated group (Figure 7).
Figure 7 Effect of Cassia singueana on duration of immobility in rats in TST, Duration of immobility is measured in seconds. Results are expressed as mean ± S.E.M (n=6). * = p < 0.05, Dunnet-post hoc.

4. Discussion

The methanol leaf extract of Cassia singueana has significantly increased the number of peripheral square crossing and increases the number of head dips indicating enhanced exploratory behavior. It also increases number of entrance in open arm and time spent in open arm, these also suggests an anxiolytic potential. The extract also significantly shortens the duration of immobility in force swim test and tail suspension indicating possible antidepressant activity. The phytochemical screening of the methanol leaf extract of Cassia singueana revealed the presence of tannins, carbohydrates, saponins, flavonoids, steroids, alkaloids and reducing sugar [10]. These phytochemicals present are responsible for these observed activities.

The Open Field test [15], elevated maze plus [13] and hole board test is useful for modeling anxiety in animals [11] [12]. The findings of this study were found to be in agreement with the reports of Jannatun et al [13]. The extract has increase the number of entry in open arm and significantly increase the amount of time spent in the open arm, this indicate possible anxiolytic effect by the extract. The finding was similarly reported by Idris [14]. In the depression studies, the immobility displayed by rats and mice when subjected to unavoidable stress such as Force Swim Test and Tail Suspension Test respectively are thought to reflect state of despair or lowered mood, which is thought to reflect depressive disorders in human [16].

The results obtained in this study showed the reduction in the duration of immobility observed after administering the extract doses to the animals in both models, this indicates possible antidepressant effect the extract. Cassia singueana methanol leaf extract may contain some phytochemicals that enhances the extracellular concentrations of the monoamines such as norepinephrine, epinephrine, dopamine and serotonin by either inhibiting their uptake mechanism or inhibiting their metabolism. There should be further studies on this plant in order to isolate and characterize the active phytochemical(s) responsible for the observed pharmacological activities.

5. Conclusion

Cassia singueana methanol leaf extract contain phytochemicals with possible anxiolytic and antidepressant potentials. This study discovered the methanol leaf extract of Cassia singueana contained phytochemicals that can be beneficial for management of depression and anxiety disorder and this study will help the researchers to uncover the critical areas of plant based therapy of anxiety and depression that many researchers were not able to explore. Thus a new theory on pharmacological management of mood disorders may be arrived at.
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